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Passingford
Calling all members
I have now got the go ahead to carry out some work on the pond to raise the water level
that will enable us to buy fish this autumn / winter.
Along with raising the water level the plan is to plant up some water lilies and cut down
the growth that has come since no one has been moving around there.
If the weather gods permit we can start the work this Thursday19th but only if I get six or
so able bodied helpers, so give me a bell 02085053215 or 07989817316

Fisheries
Turnford Still the weather does not help every day is different. Good news is that the
stockie Carp are showing one angler had 30, plus some Tench.
We have lost a couple of fish including ‘’Cut tail’’ a well known fish.
More details after our Tuesday evening Turnford meeting.
Woodlands Still fishing really well, probably our most consistent water over the last few
weeks. It seems less affected by the up and down weather.
Apart from the Carp some good Roach are being banked. Float fish light and feed
regularly to get a Roach shoal settled and fighting for falling food [micro pellet].
Beware Mr Carp will stick his nose in the trough before long.
We have the annual interclub match here on the 29th of this month, any one interested
in fishing or acting as runner / weigh marshal please give me a bell, last year we won
lets do it again.
Remember when fishing this venue you must book (free) before visiting 07989817316
Paradise. Still has not really come to life yet. It has not fished as well as we hoped. No
small fish either Crucian or Carp are being caught, we have seen cormorants recently
and believe we may have lost the smaller fish, unfortunately they can take fish up to
1lb+ so we are looking to stock some fish around the 2lbs+ size. At this size we can
afford more fish that will give sport when fishing light as is the rule there.
Fishers green. Not many fishing the lakes but a few good tench have been banked from
Hooks. Some summer weather and mild nights may get more anglers on the bank
The Relief Channel is producing fish and more people are fishing it which helps to
keep the fish in the area. The weir [top] produces Carp and some big Bream while the
bottom gives sport with Barbel, Roach, Perch, and Chub
The river has been up and down daily making the fish hard to find, on the whole the
river does not get fished so much until the autumn
Lea Relief Channel. Chub, Carp, Tench but few a far between
The Old River Lea. Whilst not record breakers plenty of fish caught over the whole length,
fish light and keep out of sight is the answer. Lower reach a bit weedy but it holds the
fish as do all the weed beds.
The New river. Pushing through for most of the season so far, side water to Chadwell
spring should hold fish when flooding
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